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Thank you for visiting fishneedwater.com and requesting a digital desktop valuation for
your property

Your property value
This 2 bed leasehold flat is located at 51 Sydney Road, London N10 2LY.

average property value

£882,352

Sales
over the
last 5
years

average sold house price

£463,252

this property was last sold for

£387,000

Properties to buy
average asking price

£833,041

Properties to rent
average asking price

£391
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Local info for Sydney Road, London N102LY



10 Brilliant tips to sell your property for more
than you expected

1 Good landscaping in front and rear gardens will
transform the look and feel of your home and
will help you fetch a higher sale price. Hire a
landscaper if you can afford to, or do it yourself.

2 Your street door is the centrepiece of your kerb
appeal so repaint it in a tasteful colour and
popular colour, such as grey or olive green. Add
a final touch with some potted flowers.

3 Paint your hallway in a neutral colour, remove
any bulky furniture and upgrade the light fitting
to add a nice focal feature.

4 Dull lighting can make your home feel dark and
drab, so install brighter modern lights to make
your home seem bright. Make sure the light
fittings are modern and a feature for the room.

5 Paint colour is a very personal choice and
potential buyers are likely to want to customize
it themselves anyhow. If you have dark rich
colours you’ll really need to repaint in neutral
tones.

6 If your kitchen, bathroom and carpets are badly
dated or tired / damaged and you can afford to
replace them - do it. You don’t need to spend a
fortune and you can buy very modern kitchens
and bathrooms in suppliers such as B&Q.

7 How do you expect to impress potential buyers
with a cluttered house? If you have outgrown
your home and it’s filled with photos, ornaments
and other belongings, hide them away. And if
you don’t have anywhere to put it all, then into
storage it goes.

8 Pets need to be out of your house for
viewings, because:

Pet lovers will pay more attention to your●

pet and less attention to your home.
Pet haters will feel uncomfortable,●

completely on their guard and rush their
viewing to get out of your house.
If you have a buyer that is allergic to●

animals, a reaction will put them off your
home. Remove all of your pet’s food and
water bowls, baskets and (most important)
litter trays.

9 Keep it clean! - Buyers should see an
immaculate home with no signs of dirt.
Remove last night’s dinner plates from the
worktops and put the washing up away in
cupboards! And don’t leave dirty underwear
on the bedroom floor! Potential buyers need
to imagine themselves living in your home -
so make sure it’s super tidy and clean.

10 Price it correctly! - Putting a property on the
market at a much inflated market value price
is actually more damaging than good.
Buyers will stay away and the longer you are
on the market - the harder it’ll be to get a
good sale price. People are more naturally
attracted to more keenly priced properties
and then will make high offers to secure itif
it’s perfect for them. Talk to us about our
strategy that gets brilliant results quickly.



Why not request a visit from us?

Our software creates a value for each property by using various complex algorithms which analyses property

sold prices, current asking prices and data supplied by the UK Land Registry.

However like most estate agents, it is far from perfect, and it isn’t intended to be a mechanism to replace a

visit from an experienced property marketing expert, who can offer a more detailed report to you – also for

free.

We hope you’ve found your report useful and we’d love to talk to you in more detail if you are thinking of

selling your property now or in the near future.
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